1. What sound does a duck make? Can you colour it in?

2. Can you say /qu/?

3. Three of these pictures have a /qu/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

quick
quilt
liquid
squid

4. Can you practise writing /qu/?

qu qu qu qu qu qu qu qu
x ch sh th
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1. Can you count the windows in this house?

2. Can you say /ou/?

3. Three of these pictures have an /ou/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

4. Can you practise writing /ou/?

ou ou ou ou ou ou ou ou
ch sh th th th th th

cartoonito.co.uk
Three of these pictures have an /oi/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

1. Join the dots and colour in the coin.

2. Can you say /oi/?

3. Can you say /oi/?

4. Can you practise writing /oi/?

oi oi oi oi oi oi

sh th th qu ou
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ue

1. Colour the cube in blue.

2. Can you say /ue/?

3. Three of these pictures have a /ue/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

fuel
statue
value
rescue

4. Can you practise writing /ue/?

ue  ue  ue  ue  ue  ue  ue
th  qu  ou  oi
1. Can you colour in this tiger?

2. Can you say /er/?

3. Three of these pictures have an /er/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

4. Can you practise writing /er/?

```
er  er  er  er  er  er  er  er  er
qu  ou  oi  ue
```
Three of these pictures have an /ar/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

1. Join the dots and colour in the car.

2. Can you say /ar/?

3. Three of these pictures have an /ar/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

4. Can you practise writing /ar/?

ar
jar
dark
shark
scarf

ar
ou
oi
ue
er